Huge Abscess due to Mycobacterium Abscessus Infection after Breast Augmentation

INTRODUCTION

Breast implant and tissue expander placement is the most common cosmetic procedure and the sixth most common reconstructive procedure [1,2]. Periprosthetic capsular contracture, implant rupture, and deflation are well-known delayed complications of augmentation mammoplasty. However, infection remains the most common cause of reoperation after breast implant surgery. We report the case of a nontuberculous mycobacterial infection with huge abscess formation after augmentation mammoplasty. A 29-year-old woman visited our clinic with enlarged breasts after undergoing breast augmentation at a local clinic 4 years ago. She had no pain and tenderness, except some hardness around the breast margin. Nine months after surgery, her breasts began to grow larger, but showed no other typical symptoms, which led the patient to neglect the enlargement. After exploring through an inframammary approach, a large amount of serous fluid leaked out on both sides and we identified a huge abscess in a pocket localized in the submuscular plane. During exploration, the infected implants, which contained a pus-like fluid with a foul odor, were completely drained. The specimen culture revealed growth of Mycobacterium abscessus, which is a rare cause of infections after breast augmentation. While the overall incidence of mycobacterial infections after breast augmentation is low, our case demonstrates that huge abscess and granuloma formation should be considered as a potential complication of breast surgery.

CASE REPORT

A 29-year-old woman visited our clinic with enlarged breasts after undergoing bilateral breast augmentation at a local clinic 4 years ago (Fig. 1). She had no pain and tenderness, except some hardness around the breast margin, and fluctuation in size was noted on both sides. Periprosthetic capsular contracture, implant rupture, and deflation are well-known delayed complications of augmentation mammoplasty. However, infection remains the most common cause of reoperation after breast implant surgery. We report the case of a nontuberculous mycobacterial infection with huge abscess formation after augmentation mammoplasty. A 29-year-old woman visited our clinic with enlarged breasts after undergoing breast augmentation at a local clinic 4 years ago. She had no pain and tenderness, except some hardness around the breast margin. Nine months after surgery, her breasts began to grow larger, but showed no other typical symptoms, which led the patient to neglect the enlargement. After exploring through an inframammary approach, a large amount of serous fluid leaked out on both sides and we identified a huge abscess in a pocket localized in the submuscular plane. During exploration, the infected implants, which contained a pus-like fluid with a foul odor, were completely drained. The specimen culture revealed growth of Mycobacterium abscessus, which is a rare cause of infections after breast augmentation. While the overall incidence of mycobacterial infections after breast augmentation is low, our case demonstrates that huge abscess and granuloma formation should be considered as a potential complication of breast surgery.
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sides. She had regular menstrual periods and had no previous breast disease or medical history. Three months after surgery, a clinical examination revealed that palpable and deforming periprosthetic capsular contracture had developed. There was no redness, induration, or swelling in either breast. After 6 months, her breasts began to grow larger, but showed no other typical symptoms, which led the patient to neglect the enlargement. Consequently, since she had not experienced any improvement of her symptoms, she chose to undergo removal of her breast implants via capsulectomy. After exploring through an inframammary approach, a large amount of serous fluid leaked out on both sides, and we identified a huge abscess in a pocket localized in the submuscular plane. The infected implants, which contained a pus-like fluid with a foul odor, were completely removed (Fig. 2). A pathologic examination to evaluate the possibility of anaplastic large-cell lymphoma (ALCL) through seroma immunohistochemical staining showed negative results. Her abscess culture was sterile upon routine bacterial culturing, which led us to consider the possibility of an atypical infection, such as a mycobacterial infection. Fluid subcultures were performed using sheep blood agar, and the plates were incubated at 35°C for 48 hours. After incubation, sheep blood agar yielded non-hemolytic,

---

**Fig. 1.** External views of enlarged breasts before exploration. A 29-year-old woman visited our clinic with enlarged breasts after breast augmentation at a local clinic 4 years ago. (A) Anteroposterior view. (B) Left oblique view. (C) Right oblique view.

**Fig. 2.** Infected implants and pus-like fluid. During exploration, the infected implants, which contained a pus-like fluid with a foul odor, were completely drained. (A) Allergan textured round implants were removed during exploration. (B) Pus-like serous fluid was drained from both pockets localized in the submuscular plane. Lt., left; Rt., right.
white pinpoint colonies and we performed acid-fast bacilli staining (Fig. 3). Polymerase chain reaction and sequencing for the 16S rRNA gene was performed by Macrogen (Seoul, Korea) using a 16S rRNA 785F and 907R primers. The corresponding 1,449-bp contig was compared to the sequencing results using the basic local alignment search tool with the EzTaxon database [11], and identified as Mycobacterium abscessus, a rare cause of infections after breast augmentation. For financial reasons, the patient did not want to undergo additional evaluations, such as computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging.

After 4 weeks of antibiotic therapy, her breasts showed clinical improvements. The patient had not experienced any further recurrence of the infection at a 1-year follow-up.

DISCUSSION

Breast implants are widely used for cosmetic and reconstructive purposes [1,2,11]. However, reoperation often occurs after implantation, most often due to infection. Periprosthetic infection is the most feared complication of implant procedures [12]. Pathogens such as mycobacteria, coagulase-negative staphylococci, and S. aureus are the most common cause of surgical site infections [12-14]. However, this case emphasizes the possibility of identifying M. abscessus as an atypical pathogen involved in infections after breast implantation.

The M. abscessus complex comprises a group of rapidly growing, multidrug-resistant, nontuberculous mycobacteria that are responsible for a wide spectrum of skin and soft tissue diseases, central nervous system infections, bacteremia, and ocular and other infections [15]. Much more research is required regarding infection control for breast implants, but it is generally accepted that early removal is necessary to prevent tissue necrosis and contracture [16].

While the overall incidence of mycobacterial infections after breast augmentation is low, our case demonstrates that huge abscess and granuloma formation should be considered as a potential complication after breast implant surgery. Successful treatment was achieved through an early and aggressive surgical intervention. The accurate diagnosis of a mycobacterial infection requires the organism to be identified in a sample of the periprosthetic tissue. Therefore, if a mycobacterial infection is suspected, specimens must be submitted for acid-fast staining and mycobacterial culture, in addition to standard bacterial analyses [12]. In this case, the possibility of an atypical infection, such as a mycobacterial process, was considered because multiple specimens of fluid from both breasts, debridement tissue, and prosthesis were aseptic in routine bacterial and fungal cultures. Subsequent specimens from the ablated prosthesis underwent mycobacterial culture testing, and M. abscessus was identified as the causative pathogen. Therefore, we administered long-term antimycobacterial therapy to eradicate this atypical infection.

Breast implants are associated with an increased risk of breast ALCL. If a patient has late-onset periprosthetic seroma, a pathological examination for ALCL should be performed. The assessment for ALCL should include a cytological evaluation of seroma with Wright Giemsa-stained smears and cell block immunohistochemical testing for cluster of differentiation and anaplastic lymphoma kinase markers [17].

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the main contribution of this report is a description of the diagnosis and successful removal of breast prostheses with an atypical NTM infection after breast augmentation. Surgical removal and antibiotic treatment were successful, as shown by the patient’s subsequent uneventful course. Our case underscores that a high level of suspicion of rare pathogens such as atypical mycobacteria is needed when considering periprosthetic infections that do not improve despite prolonged treatment.

PATIENT CONSENT

The patient provided written consent for the use of her images.
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